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Evolution of coherent collective modes through consecutive charge-density-wave
transitions in the (PO2)4(WO3)12 monophosphate tungsten bronze
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All-optical femtosecond relaxation dynamics in a single crystal of monophosphate tungsten bronze
(PO2)4(WO3)2m with alternate stacking m = 6 of WO3 layers was studied through the three consequent
charge-density-wave (CDW) transitions. Several transient coherent collective modes associated with the different
CDW transitions were observed and analyzed in the framework of the time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau theory.
Remarkably, the interference of the modes leads to an apparent rectification effect in the transient reflectivity
response. A saturation of the coherent-mode amplitudes with increasing pump fluence well below the CDWs
destruction threshold fluence indicates a decoupling of the electronic and lattice parts of the order parameter on
the femtosecond timescale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time-resolved spectroscopy can give unique insight into
the dynamical behavior of the elementary excitations in
systems undergoing charge-density-wave (CDW) transitions.
The appearance of new collective vibrational excitations in
Raman [1–3] and coherent transient reflectivity [4–6] response
upon charge-density-wave formation is well documented [1–7]
and theoretically quite well understood [7]. In systems with
more than one CDW transition new collective modes are
expected to appear below each transition temperature, as
observed experimentally in the Raman response [2,3]. In the
transient reflectivity response [6,8], however, the additional co-
herent oscillation modes below the subsequent CDW transition
temperatures have not been readily observed. Investigating the
differences in the response associated with different transitions
gives important information on the coupling and damping of
collective modes, and behavior of the order parameter in each
case.

The monophosphate tungsten bronzes (PO2)4(WO3)2m are
an example of low-dimensional CDW materials [9] offering a
possibility to further explore the effect of consecutive CDW
transitions on the transient-reflectivity coherent oscillatory
response. They are quasi-two-dimensional (2D) conductors
built from layers of WO6 octahedra parallel to the (a,b)
plane and separated by PO4 tetrahedra [10–13] as shown
in Fig. 1. Their electronic properties arise from quasi-one-
dimensional chain structures where—due to the strong Fermi
surface nesting—charge-density-wave (CDW) instabilities de-
velop below certain critical transition temperatures TCDW,
as confirmed by various experimental techniques [10,14,15].
For (PO2)4(WO3)2m with m = 6 in particular three CDW
transitions have been observed: TCDW1 = 120 K, TCDW2 =
62 K, and TCDW3 = 30 K [9,10,16].
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To date, a substantial effort has been put into study-
ing the electronic, magnetic, and structural properties of
(PO2)4(WO3)2m bronzes [17–19]; however, to the best of
our knowledge there is no Raman or time-resolved optical
spectroscopy study of the sequence of CDW phases in
(PO2)4(WO3)2m tungsten bronzes. In this paper we there-
fore report on temperature and fluence dependence of the
transient reflectivity in a monophosphate tungsten bronze
(PO2)4(WO3)2m single crystal with m = 6 (P4W12O44) on a
femtosecond timescale, focusing on the effect of the subse-
quent CDW transitions on the coherent oscillatory transient
response.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single crystals used in this study were grown at CRISMAT
(Caen, France) according to a previously reported method [20].
They have a shape of platelets with large surface of about
(1 × 1.5) mm2, corresponding to the (a,b) conducting plane,
and a thickness of ∼1/10 mm along c. The index m = 6 of the
bronze was unambiguously determined by the measurement
of the interslab periodicity [11] c (c = 23.57 for m = 6).

Optical experiments were performed with 50 fs laser
pulses at 800 nm generated from an amplified Ti:sapphire
mode-locked laser at a 250 kHz repetition rate. The tran-
sient reflectivity �R/R = Rp−R0

R0
, where Rp and R0 are the

reflectivities in the presence and absence of the pump pulse,
respectively, was monitored by using a standard pump-probe
technique where both pump and probe photons were at 1.55 eV
photon energy. The beam diameters on the sample were
determined by means of calibrated pinholes to be 108 μm and
50 μm for the pump and probe beam, respectively. Both beams
were perpendicularly polarized to each other and oriented
relatively to the crystal axes in a way to obtain maximum or
minimum response amplitude at low temperatures. Before
optical measurements the single crystals were cleaved by
means of scotch tape and mounted on a cold finger of a
liquid-He flow optical cryostat equipped with CaF2 windows.
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FIG. 1. Crystal structure of (PO2)4(WO3)12 showing the WO6

octahedra and the monophosphate PO4 tetrahedra projected along the
a crystallographic direction.

III. RESULTS

A. Experimental data

In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependence of the
transient reflectivity (�R/R) in (PO2)4(WO3)12 taken at a
pump fluence of 8 μJ/cm2. The response is characterized by
four main features:

(1) A subpicosecond negative transient (feature A), which
changes only little with decreasing T .

(2) A prominent picosecond negative transient (feature
B) that appears on top of feature A below TCDW2 = 62 K.
Remarkably, feature B (Fig. 2) displays a risetime that appears
slightly longer than the decay time.

(3) A small positive feature C (see Fig. 2) peaked at ∼0.5 ps
that appears below TCDW1 = 120 K and develops into a weak
oscillation when approaching TCDW2.

(4) A negative shoulder together with additional weak
oscillations beyond ∼2 ps delay (feature D in Fig. 2), that
appear below the lowest transition at TCDW3 = 30 K.

The feature-D weak oscillations were not completely
reproducible between different experimental runs. While the
T dependence shown in Fig. 2(c) was measured in the first
run immediately after cleaving the sample the data shown in
Fig. 2(b) were measured in the second run after keeping the
sample in vacuum for 12 days. Since it is not possible to
measure exactly the same sample spot in different runs it is not
clear whether the difference can be attributed to deterioration
of the sample surface or surface inhomogeneity.

In Fig. 3 we plot the pump fluence dependence of the
transient reflectivity measured at T = 5 K during the first
run. The magnitude of the transients shows saturation with
increasingF above ∼20 μJ/cm2. With further fluence increase
the response changes qualitatively above F � 80 μJ/cm2 as
shown in the inset of Fig. 3.

B. Analysis

An unusual feature of the data, which we need to under-
stand, is that at the lowest temperatures the risetime of feature

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the transient reflectivity in
(PO2)4(WO3)12 measured at the 8 μJ/cm2 pump fluence. Horizontal
dashed lines in panel (a) indicate the transition temperatures: TCDW1 =
120 K, TCDW2 = 62 K, and TCDW3 = 30 K. (b), (c) The transient
reflectivity at selected temperatures together with the DCE-model
fits (continuous lines). Panels (b) and (c) correspond to different
experimental runs (see text) where panel (c) is focused on the CDW3-
transition T region with a finer T step. The transients are vertically
shifted for clarity with the dotted lines indicating the shifts. The
dashed line in panel (b) corresponds to the the displaced equilibrium
position for oscillators at 10 K. There is a notable coherent artifact
due to the pump scattering appearing as increased noise at zero delay.
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FIG. 3. Pump-fluence dependence of the transient reflectivity at
5 K. The traces are vertically shifted for clarity. The thin lines are
the DCE-model fits discussed in text. The inset shows the qualitative
change at the fluences above 76 μJ/cm2.

B apparently exceeds the decay time. Due to the ubiquitous
appearance of a coherent collective oscillations in the transient
reflectivity upon CDW formation [4–6] it is very likely that the
unusual shape of feature B is due to an interference between
coherent oscillations. To test this hypothesis and get better
insight into the unusual shape of feature B we fit the data
using the theory of displacive coherent excitation (DCE) of
oscillatory modes [21]:

�R

R
=

(
Adispl −

∑
AOi

) ∫ ∞

0
G(t − u)e−u/τdispldu

+
∑

AOi

∫ ∞

0
G(t − u)e−γiu[cos(�iu)

−βi sin(�iu)]du

+
∑

j∈{1,2}
Aej

∫ ∞

0
G(t − u)e−u/τj du, (1)

with βi = (1/τdispl − γi)/�i and G(t) = √
2/πτ−1

p exp
(−2t2/τ 2

p ). τp is the effective pump-probe pulse
cross-correlation width, AOi , �i , γi are oscillator amplitudes,
frequencies, and damping factors, respectively, while Aej and
τj are amplitudes and relaxation times of the overdamped
exponentially relaxing modes.

We also assume that all oscillators are driven by a single-
exponential term with the relaxation time τdispl, while the
remaining exponential relaxations are kept independent from
the oscillators. Note that the oscillator coordinates contain both
the exponentially relaxing and oscillatory components.

As shown in Fig. 4 it is possible to fit1 the main features
of the data using four oscillators at ∼1, ∼0.8, ∼0.7, and

1Please see also Appendix.

FIG. 4. Components of the DCE-model fit at T = 5 K. The
destructive interference of O2 with O1 and O3 results in the slow
leading edge of feature B.

∼0.6 THz with two independent exponential relaxations
(τ1 ∼ 20 ps and τ2 ∼ 10 ns) in addition to the main relaxation
component (τdispl � 1 ps) that drives the oscillators. Fourier
transforms of the fit residua (see Appendix) reveal additional
four clearly resolvable modes at the lowest T .

IV. DISCUSSION

The presence of collective coherent oscillatory excitations
in the photoinduced transient response of various CDWs
is ubiquitous [4–6,23–25] and comes from the coupling of
phonons to the electronic order parameter which drives the
transition [7]. In most cases several weakly damped coherent
oscillations are observed well below the CDW transition
temperatures, with widely different degrees of softening
when approaching the transition from below [4–6,25,26]. The
softening has been parametrized using the time-dependent
Ginzburg–Landau (TDGL) theory [7,22] by the adiabaticity
ratio:

a = κm2/�3
0, (2)

where κ is the bare damping of the electronic mode, �0 is
the bare phonon frequency, and m is the coupling between
the electronic order parameter and the bare phonon mode.
a � 1 corresponds to the adiabatic limit corresponding to
the strongest degree of phonon softening. a ∼ 1 corresponds
to the nonadiabatic case with no softening and increased
damping of the oscillatory component when approaching the
transition temperature from below. In this case the soft mode
is the critically damped solution dominated by the electronic
order parameter [22].

In the case of (PO2)4(WO3)12 the main coherent oscillations
at ∼1 and ∼0.6 THz appear strongly damped down to
the lowest T with significantly weaker less-damped modes
observed only below TCDW3.

Despite being rather weak the 1 THz mode (O1) could
be associated with the formation of CDW1 at TCDW1. When
approaching TCDW1 from below (see Fig. 5) it softens by
∼50% and with an increase of damping vanishes above
∼100 K.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the oscillatory-modes DCE-
model fit parameters. The continuous lines in panels (a), (c), and (d)
are the TDGL theory [7,22] fits. Full and open symbols represent data
from two separate experimental runs from Fig. 2. The vertical dashed
lines correspond to the three CDW transition temperatures.

Below TCDW2 two additional modes appear. The strongest is
the ∼0.5 THz mode (O2) which shows ∼30% softening with
increasing T and vanishes above 55 K. Above 50 K the fre-
quency shows large scatter between the two experimental runs,
presumably due to a small amplitude and rather large damping
that couples the fit parameters of modes O1 and O2. The second
mode at ∼0.8 THz (O3) is weaker, but less damped with a
softening of less than 10% disappearing above T ∼ 50 K.

Below TCDW3 another two modes appear. The strongest
∼0.7 THz mode (O4) shows ∼5% softening with increasing
T , while the weaker one at ∼1.2 THz, that was not included
in the fits (see Appendix) shows virtually no softening.

The other three higher-frequency modes, which were
observed in fit residuals at higher fluences (see Appendix)
cannot be clearly associated with any of the transitions due to
the weak intensities at the pump fluence used for the T scans.

The T dependence of the mode frequencies is consistent
with predictions of the TDGL model [7,22] as shown in
Fig. 5(a). However, except for mode O1 [see Figs. 5(c)
and 5(d)] it is not possible to obtain simultaneous good fits
for damping. The experimental dampings greatly exceed the
model predictions for modes O2, O3, and O4, except near
the CDW transitions, where the model dampings increase.

TABLE I. The main TDGL-theory parameters for oscillatory
modes.

Mode �expt/2π (THz) �0/2π (THz) a TCDW (K)

O1 1.0 1.6 2.8 120
O2 0.53 0.75 1.2 62
O3 0.79 0.79 0.3 62
O4 0.69 0.71 0.3 30

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the exponential-modes DCE-
model fit parameters from Fig. 2. The red continuous line in panel (a)
is the TDGL theory [7,22] prediction corresponding to the mode-O2
fit in Fig. 5. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the three CDW
transition temperatures.

We attribute excess damping at lower T to the combination
of extrinsic and intrinsic phonon damping that is not directly
related to the CDWs and is not included in the TDGL model
[7,22]. The model also predicts a region of critical damping
for mode O1 just below TCDW1 which is due to the vanishing
amplitude experimentally inaccessible.

The main TDGL-theory parameters are shown in Table I.
The bare frequencies of modes O1 and O2 appear strongly
renormalized by the coupling to the electronic order parameter,
while the renormalization is small for the other modes.

The model [7] also predicts a second critically damped
mode, that is weakly T dependent in the adiabatic case and
softens at TCDW in the nonadiabatic case. For CDW1 the
mode-O1 fit in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) implies a fast virtually
T -independent mode with τ ∼ 20–50 fs, which is ten times
faster that the fastest observed relaxation. If the excitation
goes through a displacive mechanism involving electrons
in the ungapped bands the fast mode would adiabatically
follow the displacive drive, resulting in the response consistent
with the data.

In contrast, for CDW2 and CDW3 the fits to modes O2, O3,
and O4 in Fig. 5(a) imply overdamped soft modes with rather
fast relaxation times diverging at the corresponding TCDW as
shown for mode O2 by the red solid line in Fig. 6(a). None of
the three observed exponential relaxation components (τdispl,
τ1, and τ2) show such a divergence and therefore cannot be
directly associated with the overdamped part of the order-
parameter dynamics. This indicates that photons at the energy
used in the present experiment (1.55 eV) are only weakly
coupled to the electronic order parameters associated with
CDW2 and CDW3.
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(a) (d)

(e)

(f)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 7. Fluence dependence of the DCE-model fit parameters at
T = 5 K from Fig. 3.

The present behavior is different from observations [8] in
structurally similar2 η-Mo4O11 where a diverging relaxation
time of the overdamped soft mode is clearly observed while
the phonon modes associated with the CDW formation show
virtually no softening when approaching the CDW transition
temperature. This is consistent with the the nonadiabatic
limit of the TDGL theory. One of the reasons for a smaller
adiabaticity ratio a [see Eq. (2)] could be higher frequencies
of the CDW related modes (1.93, 2.19 and 2.94 THz) in
η-Mo4O11 originating in the smaller Mo mass.

Looking at the pump fluence dependence of the DCE-
model fit parameters in Fig. 7 we observe a clear saturation
of the coherent-oscillatory-mode amplitudes above Fsat ∼
20 μJ/cm2 while the amplitudes of the exponential relaxation
components show only a slightly sublinear behavior. Surpris-
ingly, within error bars the amplitudes of all the oscillatory
modes3 saturate at the same fluence. Except for the damping
of the strongest mode O2 the other coherent-oscillatory-mode
parameters also show no strong changes around Fsat and
remain nearly constant up to F ∼80 μJ/cm2.

Previously it has been shown that increasing the pump flu-
ence transiently suppresses and eventually destroys the CDW
order [23–25,27]. Since in our experiment the CDW-induced
modes remain clearly visible up to F ∼80 μJ/cm2 and are
completely suppressed only at higher fluences the saturation

2Both compounds contain similar octahedral layers separated by
tetrahedral units, but with different stacking.

3The amplitude of mode O3 appears saturated below the lowest
measured pump fluence. We believe that this is a fit artifact due to
a strong correlation of the fit amplitude with mode O4, which has a
very similar frequency, but the opposite phase.

at Fsat cannot be attributed to the complete destruction of
CDWs. It is, however, unusual that even the amplitude of mode
O4 associated with the weakest CDW3 shows only a moderate
additional suppression with increasing F above Fsat.

A similar behavior in 1T-TiSe2, where the periodic lattice
distortion (PLD) persists upon destruction of the electronic
ordering, has been attributed [28] to sequential suppression
of the electronic excitonic component of the CDW order at a
lower pump fluence and the Jahn–Teller component at a higher
pump fluence. In the case of (PO2)4(WO3)12 it is believed
that the CDWs are well described in the framework of the
Peierls-like mechanism with “hidden” nesting vectors [9,10].
In this picture the PLD and the electronic part of the order
parameter work in conjunction to form CDWs. However, on
a short timescale they can become decoupled due to their
different intrinsic timescales. The saturation of the coherent-
oscillatory-mode amplitudes can be therefore attributed to such
decoupling. In the case when the electronic parts of CDWs
are transiently completely suppressed and partially recover
on a timescale τrec � �−1

i the PLDs cannot be completely
suppressed. The rather short relaxation times, τi � 100 fs, of
the overdamped modes suggested by the TDGL model fits are
consistent with such a scenario.

Independently of the above saturation scenario, the decrease
of the mode O2 damping with increasing fluence below Fsat

could be attributed to the inhomogeneous excitation profile.
Due to the finite light penetration depth the CDWs are more
strongly suppressed near the surface. The relative contribution
of the near-surface part of the excited volume to the response
is therefore decreased leading to a decrease of damping in the
case of an enhanced extrinsic damping of the mode due the
surface effects.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the effect of a sequence of three consec-
utive CDW transitions in a monophosphate tungsten bronze
(PO2)4(WO3)2m (m = 6) on the photoinduced ultrafast tran-
sient coherent oscillatory optical response. We clearly observe
the appearance of new coherent oscillatory modes below each
CDW transition. At low T the interference of two rather
strongly damped modes at ∼1 and ∼0.5 THz, which can
be associated with CDW1 at 120 K and CDW2 at 62 K,
respectively, leads to an unusual rectified transient reflectivity
with an inverted-Gaussian shape.

The T dependence of the coherent mode frequencies
can be well described within the framework of the recently
proposed TDGL model [7,22]. The damping of the most
strongly coupled mode at ∼1 THz, which is coupled with
CDW1 order parameter, is consistent with the TDGL model.
On the other hand, the less strongly coupled modes associated
with CDW2 and CDW3 show an additional intrinsic damping
that does not originate from the coupling to the electronic order
parameters.

Contrary to the oscillatory modes, no corresponding over-
damped modes predicted by the TDGL model are observed
by using probe photons at 1.5 eV, which may be explained
to be due to weak coupling between the 1.55 eV photons
and the electronic parts of the respective order parameters.
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FIG. 8. The Fourier transform spectrum of the data at T = 5 K
compared with the Fourier transform spectra of the DCE fit, the
fit residual, and the individual oscillators. The frequencies of the
oscillators obtained from the DCE fit are indicated by vertical
lines. Please note that the Fourier transform amplitude of complex
spectra are shown so seemingly individual components do not add up
properly.

Further broadband-probe transient reflectivity studies would
be necessary to possibly reveal the overdamped modes.

Upon increasing the pump fluence we observe a saturation
of the coherent mode amplitudes well below the complete
destruction of the CDWs. This could be attributed to a decou-
pling of the electronic and lattice parts of the order parameter
resulting in a complete ultrafast transient suppression and a
partial recovery of the electronic part of the order parameter
on a timescale much shorter than the coherent-mode periods.
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APPENDIX

Decomposition of Transient Reflectivity into Components

Due to the displacive excitation the strongly damped
oscillators show significant spectral density down to zero
frequency and are not well resolved in Fourier transform
spectra of data, as shown in Fig. 8. Moreover, due to the
fixed relative phase overlapping modes often show a Fano-like
shape with an absence of a peak at the center frequency (see

FIG. 11. Fourier transform spectra of the the four-oscillator DCE-
model fit residuals in the low-T region [see Fig. 2(c) for the data
and fits]. The traces are vertically shifted and the positions of the
main remaining coherent oscillation peaks obtained from Fig. 10 are
indicated by vertical lines.
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mode O3 in Fig. 8). To resolve individual components a real
time analysis using DCE-model (1) is therefore necessary.

While a two-oscillator DCE model can fit the initial unusual
feature B rather well (see Fig. 9), it fails to fit the oscillations
beyond ∼3 ps. Two additional oscillators are needed to rea-
sonably fit the oscillations that appear beyond ∼3 ps at low T .

Further analysis of the four-oscillator DCE-fit residuals at
higher fluences (see Fig. 10) reveals at least four additional
clearly resolvable modes above 1 THz. The 1.18-THz mode
vanishes above T = 35 K (Fig. 11) while the T dependence of
the other modes cannot be clearly resolved due to their weak
intensities.
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